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SiSll  athletes may he subjected 
to 
mandatory  drug 
testing
 in the 
fu-
ture. according to members of the 
SJSU Athletic Board. 
"I 




 program here at 
SJSU."  said Carol Christensen. 
chairwoman 
of the Athletic Board. 
Two players have tested 
posi-
tive for drugs at the Cal
 Bowls we 
have attended. We (the hoard) 
have talked 
about  a program for 
the past year
-and -a -half and now it 
is time to either submit
 a proposal 
or not, and we have decided that 
there is sufficient need." 
Christensen said 
the specifics of 
the 
program have yet to be de-
cided. Discussion will 
take  place at 
the next board
 meeting on May 
18
 
to ha,li out the 























lerton and a 
member
 of the Ath-
letic 
Board,  agreed 
with 
Christensen and 
said the idea 
of a 
drug 
testing program has 
been 
brought up off and





























favor  of a drug 
testing  program of 
sonic  
iwe  
A proposed program 
has been 
submitted
 by Christensen based on 
the program used at the University 
of CalitOrnia at Los Angeles since 
1986. 
According to Christensen,  the 
program
 is based on three parts --




"There is a need to educate the 
athlete 






 program would help 
work out the problem 

















athletes abusing drugs, she
 said. 
I lie 
testing  %%until be 
manda-
tory and random 
so all athletes 
would 




















"There are no 
problems  with 
it," 
Smith said.
 "I think it is posi-
tive. At our 


















but that the decision to implement 
a program was
 
felt necessary to 
help and protect the student ath-
The
















 plan incorporates 
education, counseling and mandatory random drug testing Other 
parts of
 he




























process  that allows the 
athlete due 
process  if 











Source Carol Christensen, Athletics Board chairwoman. Judy Holland, senior 
associate athletic director at UCLA 
letes. 
Holland  said 





 the athlete due
 process 
if he 
or she is 
tested  postive. 



















juana. PCP and amphetamines. 
Holland 
said that all UCLA
 ath-
letes are tested during their
 physi-
cals at the beginning of the season. 
See DRUGS,
 page 4 
Psychology major Ron Wellman, 
right, smiles at cook 1 Doxie 




while  working in 
(lit'
 kitchen 










Special  to the Daily 
Georgia Gibbon
 sat in the 
kitchen 
of the converted 
Victorian 
house she 
shares with six other 
people. The house is 
wedged in 




and another Victorian 
house.
 
The 21 -year -old 
environmental  
studies  sophomore said she feels
 
the price




compared to the other
 
places near the 
campus.  
"There seemed to 
be
 availability 




 Gibbon said. 
Gibbon 
is
 one of the
 
approximately
 22 percent of SJSU
 
students who live on campus or 
close enough 
to campus to walk, 
according to two surveys 
done  by 
the university and a journalism 
class.
 
Of the more 
than 28,500 
studentq e! -rolled 
at SJSU, only 
2,000 live in on -campus housing. 
About 21 percent of the 
student  
population
 walks to campus, 
according to a random 
sample  
survey done by the 
university
 and a 
survey conducted by a research
 
journalism 
class in March 1990. 
Many more students get to 
campus by car, however. According 




to campus by 
car. 
The
 remaining students, 
more  
than 1,500,
 use the light rail or bus 
and more
 than 820 ride bicycles 
or 
motorbikes.  
This is mainly why 
SJSU  is 
considered a commuter
 campus by 
the California State 
University 






Francisco  State 
University, 
California  State 








 in the 
halls 




 an off -campus 
apartment. 
Students
 living in the halls next
 
year 
will  be paying 
$3,940
 for rent 
plus 
10 meals a 
week,  $4,108 
for
 
rent and 15 




 and 19 meals.
 
This works




 months of 
rent and 
food for
 the lowest 
amount  and 
$539.50  a 
month for 













apartment  and 
$242
 










 There is a 
medium-sized living room and 
kitchen
 as well as a shower and 
sink  area. 
The university will be raising 
the rent next term 
at Spartan 
Village  because officials have 




Although Spartan Village is 
slightly isolated from the 
downtown because of its location 
by the football and athletic 
fields,  it 
has its 
share  of security problems. 
This semester, tire slashings 




 of one apartment, in 
which case three men broke into 
the living room through a window 
while the 
residents  were asleep and 
stole many valuable 
items. The 
































































 This is 
du' final 
part  of a three
 part se-
ries of 

















By Martin Cheek 
Spacial
 to the Daily 
Like most SJSU students, 







employed  at the Spartan 
Bookstore,  at a store
 in the 
downtown 
Pavilion Shops, and at 
Great America, a Santa Clara 
amusement 
park.  From her 
observations as an employee 
at 
these three places, she said she 










"There's not a lot of career 





in the residence 
halls in 1988, she worked at the 
campus bookstore because it was 
close and she could
 fit her work 
schedule around 
her classes. But 
the low wage, starting at $4.25 an 
hour, and a desire to get away 
from the
 campus environment 
encouraged her 
to find a job 
elsewhere.  
Most students at SJSU work 
to help pay their way through 









Romagosa  Daily stall photographer
 
Freshman Ryan Harper studies in his Moulder 
Hall  r000m. Harper is 












 Adolfo Torres 
Daily staff writer
 
The  SJSU 





disputes  among 



























Zeta  Alpha. 
whose  mem-







 coordinate the 
week-long
 series of events.
 
Other Latino 
organizations  refused to 
take
 










abide by their 
















and  Friday. 
Game Zeta 
Alpha  had its own series 
of events that in-
cluded 
a barbecue, 
Mariachis  and other 
'It's 




 The organization 




was not part of the 
event'
 
 Alejandro Gonzalez,  
graduate  student 

















 it had no 
intention  of 
sharing  the 




Members  from the
 Chicano com-
mencement
















members  of 
MEChA
 showed a lack of respect by ne-
glecting  to ask Game Zeta Alpha members 
for 





courtesy." he added. 
"This is 




has  been created," 
Gonzalez  
said,  referring to the 
arguement  over put -
ling up the sign.
 "It's unfortunate
 that not 
all  the Chicano 




organization  chose to 
say
 that Chicano 
Comencement was 
not part of the event," 
he added. 
Other students shared 
Gonzalez'  feel-
ings and said they 





it will be difficult. 
Carmelita  Gutierrez,








However,  she thinks 
it is only one 
of




 not be the same.
 
She agrees a 
division
 was created. 
"but there is






 of how the stu-
dents  were united
 is RAZA Day
 last 
month,
 she added. 
"There is an 
organization  on campus 
that 

























































did  not 
satisfy  






 not to 
be
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Carlos  in front of the 
ReA: Center. 
Because classes 
were  closed that 
day there were no 
students  around. 
As
 I rode my bike past two men
 
who apparently
 worked on 
campus
 
one of them 
shouted  after me, "You 
are an violation of 
City  Ordinance 









got  off, picked up my 
bike, took 
three  steps to my right, 
placed  my bike on the 
street and 
then rode off. 
This was my first and 
only 













 the hours 
of 7 
a.m. 
and  10 p.m. on 
campus without
 
the risk of 
running  into a 
UPD  
officer
 with a ticket 
book.  
As 
if the UPD didn't
 have other 
things to 











 if someone were to 
lock their bikes 
to
 a lamp post or 
anything
 except a 
bicycle
 rack on 
campus
 the police will 
impound  it 
and charge the owner $5. 
I know of no one 
who  has yet 




By Kelley Chinn 
been tickteted $35 
for riding a bike 
on campus. 
Inc
 thought of 
:-.omeone getting lined for riding a 
bicycle seems a little too extreme. 
A 
colleague  of mine, 
however,
 
has had her bike impounded. 
When she got
 out of 
class 
her 
bike was gone. She had locked it to 
a 
post.  Thinking it was stolen, 
she 
called
 UPD only to find that they 
had cut her lock and 
impounded
 her 
bike. She had to pay $5 to get her 
bike 
back. 
The present bike ban is 
a 
reactionary,
 bureaucratic and 
conservative  policy that is 
becoming 
typical  of this university's 
administrative 
activities. In an 
effort to protect 
themselves  from 







































Journalism  and Mass 
Communications Since 1934 
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 seeing the situation as 
an 
opportunity to 
demonstrate  how 
progressive
 this university can 
be in 
dealing with its problems, our 
esteemed president
 gave the 
executive directive
 to ban bicycles 
altogether. 
University
 officials could 
have 
painted bike lanes throughout 
campus, directing riders around 
pedestrian traffic. 
University officials could have 
put up more bicycle racks along 




In this way they 












 here, as well
 as living up 
to 
their  word 
that







bicycle  riding 
















pedestrians,  just 
look 
at Davis. 




in that city than 
there are 
cars with 
most of the 
UC
 students 
riding bikes to class. 
And




 a way of life.
 A 
billion











































































































































































 by your paper 
for handing out 
cake in honor of 
the 
10th anniversary








 a year later,





feel it is 





 more so 









Also,  it is harder 
for  a stu-
dent 
group, such as 
the  JSU. to exist 
because there is 
no readily 
available published
 list of students
 with 
numbers,
 while there 
is one for 
faculty
 and staff. 
While 
I enjoy any 
positive





could  have been 

































gathering  I at 
tended 
turned
 a little bit tensc 
when the 




I wouldn't feel 
especially sorry if Russian 
tank,  









 War II. most of the 
guards
 
in the concentration camps were 
Lithuanian.
 







work  . 
I was annoyed, but not nearly 
as much




The sort of 














 through the channels 
on my radio 
one evening, I came 
across a public affairs show di-
rected at the African
-American  
community.
 The host 
was com-
plaining that black Americans 
are chastised when they publicly 
remember the crimes committed 
against them by white America. 
lie said that blacks who do are 
often 
labeled as radicals. 
He went on to complain about 
what he 
described  as a double -
standard for Jews, who, every 
year 
have
 "a hate 
fest,"
 as he 









 read literature of neo-
Nazis and other anti-Semitic 
groups claiming that we Ameri-





guilt over the 





































































































homes  for 
















ple.  He also 
seeks
 out the ones 
who are still living.
 Because all 
of the holocaust heroes who are 
still alive are now elderly, the 
Rabbi makes sure that they have 
everything they need to live. And 
if they need any help  finan-
cial help, 
companionship,  





































































































































































































































































 to the Editor 
Scout 







On Tuesday, May 
Spartan Daily stall writer 
Lisa Billigmeier reported on my efforts to lead disad-
vantaged youth through 
the ranks of scouting with the 
help of my fraternity, Sigma Alpha Mu. 
Billigmeier, 
however, did state a few
 facts incorrectly. 
I am Filipino, not Hispanic. I was 
the Vice Presi-
dent of 
the Association of Rock 'n' Roll, not the Pres-
ident and it's pack 2,17..run,pack,1217. One
 fact Bil-
ligreididillicria.ZohedIviCselette  I said "I learned
 
how to drink beer in scouting." Although I did say 
that, it was inappropriate,




A letter to the editor was written by Todd L. An-
derson on Tuesday. May
 9, questioning my leadership 
ability. According to Anderson, I am a bad role model 
for
 my scouts, and my fraternity brothers are a bunch 
of delinquents. Additionally, Mr. Anderson's com-
ments show an appalling lack of respect for the His-
panic community. I'd like to say that his totally un-
provoked attack on my character and fraternity 






Let me clear my throat. First off. I'd like to say 
thank you to Miss Billigmeier for informing the com-
munity of the efforts of Sigma
 Alpha Mu and the hard 
work the scouts and parents have devoted to pack 217. 
Although the 
statement
 was taken out of context, like 
a responsible adult, I must admit that it's 
true.  I also 
admit that I was young 
and foolish and have since 
learned from my mistakes and experiences. 
Hey Todd, 
were  you ever a teen-ager or were 
you always a recluse? 
I must say that 
there  is no way in hell I would 








you  get off 
slandering  my character and fraternity?
 I have great 
pride in my community. I 
have  done more for this 
area than the average person. What have you done? 
I'll tell you one thing Mr. 
Anderson,
 one of the va-
rious skills I learned in scouting was first aid, which I 
used to 
save my father's life. 
I pose these 
questions  to you 
Anderson:
 How 
many of my 













So put'em up and defend
 yourself Anderson, be-
cause I cordially invite you to attend pack 
2I7's scout 
meeting Tuesday night
 at 7 p.m. at Lowell School
 
(Seventh and Reed). If you think you 
are a better role 
model, let's see it. I seriously





Come on down Anderson
 and observe what 
actu-
ally goes 
on at a scout meeting, 
see what great strides 
the scouts 
have made and let 
me prove my 
character  
and 
all  I have done for 
the community. 
Anderson,  if 
you  truly believe 
what you wrote 
in your letter, 
then  I 
expect
 you'll be at the 
meeting. Anything
 less would 
demonstrate
 your insecurity 
of

















I'm writing to 
congratulate 
your  staff reporters
 
Jamie  Pitts and Adam 
Steinhauer.  for their 
thoroughly  
professional




on May 3 and 
4. 





need for critical 
























the official mandate nor the
 resources to function as 
detox centers. So, 
no matter how intense our efforts at 
interdiction, no real progress will 
be
 acheived in the 
"war on drugs" without substantial reduction on the 
demand for drugs. And it is only through increased in-
vestment in treatment programs and preventive educa-
tion that demand for drugs can be reduced. In the 
words of one of our 
guest speakers, Trudy Killian, the 
"tail 'cm, nail 'em and jail 'ern"
 strategy is simply 
not enough.
 Throughout, Jamie and 
Adam  presented 

















 coverage provided by the Spartan 
Daily,
 that level of success would not 
have  been evi-
denced. As the 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cooper  and 
Anthony 
Davis 





witness  to 
protect
 their 
S50,000 -a -day 
drug  ring. Davis is 



















 be effectively dis-
mantled 




; "When those witnesses are mur-
dered













 authorities are "eager to 
show
 that they're tough on drug 
crime," 
but the law won't stop 
drug dealers from killing, said 
Henry  Schwarzschild, director of 
Capital Punishment Project for 
American Civil Liberties 
nion. 
"They expect to get away with 
h. They don't
 expect to get caught. 
And if you expect to get away with 
it; you don't care if the penalty is 
40 years in prison or the electric 
chair," he said in a telephone in-
terview from New York. 
- 
"We're
 certainly not pleased 
with the federal government get-
ting back into the business of death 
penalty cases
 and having a federal 
hangman again, but 
it's certainly 
tuit anything surprising,





 a great legal event," 
said 
Sch war/ +chi Id . 
No civilian
 has been executed
 in 
a federal case since Victor Feuger 





 on charges of kidnapping 
and murder, Schwarzschild said. 
The provision's constitutionality 
is certain to face 
court  challenges. 
but Schwarzschild said federal 
lawmakers
 were probably careful 
to 
make  the law conform with 
guidelines set 
up by the U.S. Su-
pren)e Court in the 
1970s. 
"We think the statute
 is clearly 
constitutional and 
will pass consti-
tutional muster," Zopp said. 
Older  federal law has death pen-
alty provisions for such crimes as 
treason, assassination of the presi-
dent and top federal officials, and 
killings involving 
aircraft hijack-
ings, train wrecks, kidnappings 
and bank robberies. 
Those statutes, however,  were 
never amended to reflect
 changes 
in death penalty laws mandated by 





The 1988 law 
is the first new 
statute to take the Supreme 
Court 
guidelines



























































tion from 1982 








kilograms  of 








































SAN JOSE ( 










have  been shot 
with  barbed 
arrows in 
the past week, and the
 
Humane  Society
 of Santa Clara
 
Valley plans to 
distribute post-
ers 
warning  other pet 
owners. 
"This 
is no coincidence  The 
arrows have tips 
that  expand as 
they 





Stacy Hill said Thursday. 
One 







had to he 




A male eat hit 
in




"If we find 
the person 
who  
did this and can 







SpanaGuide is a daily 
calendar
 
available  to &ISO
 
student
 la( Lilly 
and staff organizations at no charge 
Forms 
are 




newsroom.  Wahlquist Library 
North  
Room 104








deadline lot entries is Ii) a In No 
phone-in items will 
be accepted  
TODAY  
CAREER 
PLANNING  AND 
PLACE-
MENT


















































top  stories. 
[1 
Nine






















 to the 
















Several  committee 





 Wednesday by 
the new 
1990-91 
Associated  Students 
Board


























 the A.S. Program Board: Su/
 
anne 
Aymeric  and G. Daniel
 Con-
nor, members
 of the homecoming 
committee. 
1 I 
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnei 








National Hockey League 
team  dui 




is expected to play in 
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FORK  LIFT 
EXPERIENCE  A 
PLUS!
 
M - F DAYS: 
NO
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and 8 p 
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need is a college
 degree! 
  
 TEST DRIVE A 







Ask for Steve 
Lewis 
your























































 Postely%ait and the 
SJS1













































































. . really prod ot 
him. By the 
end of the season he 
had improved and 
matured."  
Chinchiolo played this season as 




 players in every 
match. 
According  to 
Hubbell
 
Chinchiolo struggled early 
in the 
season but 
came  on in the end.
 
At the end of the season
 and into 
the Big West
 conference chani 
pionships. Chinchiolo won 13 con 
secutive matches. His streak ended 




















































































can  be found 
for it. 
La 
Russa,  of 
Danville, 
visited 


















and  neuter your  
pets,"
 said  
the public

































outfield  as 
players  stood

































































providers,  is 
currently
 
seeking  ARRT 
and  CRT certified
 applicants. 
Kaiser














Please  Call: 

























































 a pretty 
good 
chance  to win










the first day that 
we had to 
play catch-up."
 
"Finishing  fourth 








 I think 
we 
did a great job." 
Ranked 








27-28.  the team 
came from 
seventh place 
after  the first day 
to 
finish  in the top




 setting a 
national  
record 
along the way. 
In the last baker




 the team broke
 the na-
tional 
record  for 





















baker  game was 
a 



















(AP)  The Toronto Blue Jays 
know a lot
 about Cecil Fielder. 
They just don't know 
how to get 
him 
out. 
Fielder, who played in 
Japan  
last season after the Blue Jays gave 
up on him, is back in the major 
leagues and haunting his former 
club. 
He
 hit his major league -lead-
ing 13th homer and 
finished  with 
three
 hits and three RBIs as the De-
troit Tigers pounded the Blue Jays 
10-5 Thursday night. 
In three games against Toronto.  
Fielder
 is 9 -for -I4 with three dou-
bles. four home runs 
and nine 
RBIs. - 
"It's just one of those things," 
Fielder said. "You get pumped up 
against 
your old teammates, hut 
I'm hitting the ball well against ev-
eryone." 
Fielder also leads the majors 
with 31 RBIs and has hit six hom-
ers in his last five games. 
EARN 





Pricing, Credit, & Invoicing 
Inventory Control, Purchasing, 
& Traffic 
Professional Demeanor 
And PC Experience 
A Must! 
Apply In Person 
or 




 Fromtage Road 
Milpitas,
 CA 95035 
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 two things to get 
through 
school  good 
grades  




 the first all by 
myself,
 and 
UPS  is helping me take
 care 






















UPS has student 
loans  that let me borrow up 














 my class 
..ra 





graduation,  full-time 










 company offers 
more to students than UPS Talk to 
them 
Get 
what  you need to get
 your diploma -
To 
schedule  an 
interview,




 Office. We are an 




















































































































































turning next season. 




 high rollers for




 199 and 
196, 
respectively.  
West Texas State 
won the cham-
pionship with Indiana State in sec-
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GOLDEN  WEST 
G.W.
 AGENCY 
3140 Be La Cruz Blvd #110 
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 old science 
building,
 students observe
 Dr. Sleeker 
opening
 the hive. 
Bees store 
honey.  and nectar in 
the top and care 













 AIR is still.
 The 







 behavior class don
 netted 
hoods and gather
 around man-made hives  not
 too 
close. but near 
enough  to get a good view. 
It is the class's 
first venture to the roof-top 
aviary Stecker maintains
 for entomology students. 
After delivering a few 
puffs from a smoker, 
Stecker opens the lid
 to expose tens of thousands of 
honeybees at 
work.  The students lean forward
 as he 
points out the 
workers  and the drones,
 the beeswax 
and and honey 
cells.
 Already. the students are 
standing more 
at ease. 
In this campus 
laboratory,  students learn to 
safely 
handle
 the honeybee, a most importarst insect 
whose colonies 
pollinate  an estimated $20 billion
 of 
crops and fruit trees and produce more than
 $200 
million in honey. As Stecker puts it, "Honeybees 
feed us and keep us alive." 
This semester, however, may be the last for the 
class as a handson learning experience, for the 
Africanized bee (commonly known as the 'killer 
bee' continues
 its march 
northward
 toward 
Although experts disagree when and how far 
north
 the bees will come. Stecker is sure they will 
arrive within two to three years, possibly by next 
spring, the next time the class is offered. "When the 
Afficanized bee is within a few hundred miles of this 
area, we will stop working with the hives. The 
liability would be too great," Stecker said. 
Only temperament separates the Africanized 
honeybee front its European counterpart. It is more 
aggressive when defending its hive and colony. The 













































an aggressor for a longer distance than the European 
honeybees Although
 their venom is the same, 
students could 
no
 longer work with them. The 
Africanized bee, however, hardly deserves its 'killer 
bee' reputation. Stecker says. "The bees do not go 
out in search of people or animals to sting. In fact, in 
the 30 years they have been in Central and South 




result of stings." he says 
The problem is much more economic than 
medical. Africanized
 bees put most of their energy 
into 
reproduction,  not honey production. Unlike our 
European 
domestic  bee which 
tends  to stay in
 local, 
managed  colonies. 
the  Africanized honeybees
 are 
constantly moving around and 
dividing
 into little 
colonies. Once they overrun a European colony, the 
hives can not be easily deployed for
 crop pollination. 
Beekeepers and farm workers may be 
reluctant  to 
associate with them. With over 
90%  of crops (except 
grains and nuts) dependent on honeybee
 pollination. 
we could see a dramatic increase in food prices. 
"This could be a major biological disaster, hitting us 
hard in the pocketbook." says Stecker. 
For students in the honeybee behavior class 
(Entomology 120). losing their handson experience  
would be a major disappointment. "That's the best 
part  the 
part  you look forward to the most," says 
Liz Thompson, a senior liberal studies major. "Just 
hearing about the bees would be kind of boring." 
Students gain confidence as they work around the 
hives. "It's good for them to do something they 
thought they could never do. We tend to be scared of 
things we do not understand," says Stecker. 
Thompson agrees. "People are so afraid of 
bees. They thought I was crazy to take the class." 
She adds, "I eat their honey. I benefit from them, and 
I wanted to learn how they work behind the scenes. 
Someday. I would like to have a hive 
of
 my own." 
Other students agree. "After working with the
 bees. I 
don't have fear anymore," states Vonny Barlow,
 a 
junior entomology major, "I was 
nervous
 that my 
arms and hands were uncovered, but nothing 
happened even with bees 
swarming  around me." 
Will Titherington, a 
senior  biology student expresses 
greater appreciation
 for the honeybee. "To actually
 
see what we learning is the most exciting 
pail."
 
When the time comes, Stecker will consider 
maintaining hives away from campus,
 but only if he 
feels it  is safe for the students. Meanwhile, even 
the 
experts do not know how to prepare 
for the 
Africanized honeybee. "They are scratching
 their 
heads 
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Leaders 
of the future 




1.ester Shields Elementary School 
kindergarten












locelyn Tabada, Jun -Jun Carreon, Sunny. Gill and Ronnie Do- Alum Rock
 School District schools participated in the special visit to 
mulot  
hug
 each other while  they 
listen




The  purpose of the visit was  to let the children
 experience life 
Is a Rainbow" 
during the 





 campus and to 
encourage












































three canners  

































dent's  letter said. 
"At the Ante 
time, you 
will  refuse to buy 
tuna 
from U.S.
 fishermen  who 
are  dol-
phin monitored 
and who have 
made
 great progress in signifi-
cantly reducing the 
dolphin loss." 





























million  of 
advertising
 from a television 
sta-
tion that had run ads 
saying  coffee 




 destruction and 
death"




30 -second spots were 
bought by 
a group that advocates a 
boycott of Folgers
 coffee because 
it includes 
Salvadoran  beans, 
said  
Sy 
Yatioff.  president and general 



















cleared with the 
station's  lawyers, 
he 
said.  
"(The ad) met our 
commercial 
and  pxxl-taste standards." Yanoff 
said Thursday. 
Don 
Tassone, a spokesman for 
Procter
 & Gamble, said the 
spots  
"disparaged" Folgers coffee. 
"It's advocacy 
advertising and 
we're surprised that any television 
station
 is 









 Globe said 
WIWI I 
was
 the only station
 in the country 
it ion 
the ad. 
which  is 
narrated  by 
tor Ed 










Ford's criticisms were 
based on 
"misinformation  and at least
 some 
confusion."  
Sullivan  added 
the 
letter would have no 
effect  on the 
company's 
policy. 
"We've  made a 
commitment  we 





1-1..1. Heinz Co., 
owner of Star 
Kist, 
announced April 








 that also snare 
dol-
phins.  Chicken of 





 and all three 
companies 
soon 






"I am sad and 





















lando last year. 
The 
canners' 
policy  is aimed
 at 
purse scin 
























 grounds for the 
San Diego -
based  U.S. tuna 
fleet,
 is the only 
fishery
 in the 
world  where 
dol-
phins swim 








have  used 
the 












 Bee and 
the other 
canners  are enforcing
 the 
"dolphin









 Pacific unless 
the boats 
have an independent
 observer who 
certifies 













 vessels, which 
are not now 
under such an 
obligation. 
"I think there 
are  some issues 










 the facts 
were  left out 
For Choosing Nursing As 
Your  Career. 
,41exian Brothers would like to thank you, really thank you, for all of your 
hard work, dedication and commitment to becoming a nurse. We realize 
that as a graduate, you have many choices and decisions to make. At 
Alexian Brothers, we've made it easy. We offer the very best in Nursing 
opportunities,  and we'd like to share them with you. 
Alexian Brothers 
Hospital has proudly served the San lose. CA 
community for 25 years. We offer an environment that is challenging 
and rewarding, yet friendly and caring. We match each new grad with an 
experienced preceptor who will help you be the best nurse you can be. 
Please visit IIJ at the C Fair on your campus at the followins 











am - 2:30 pm 
PLACE: 
Student  Union 
Ball Room 
We also offer a competitive compensation and benefits package including 
medical, dental, vision, pension plan, maternity leave, shift differentials, 
generous time off and relocation assistance! To learn more about Alexian 
Brothers
 and let us learn more about you,  please stop by our booth at the 
Career Fair. 
DON'T MISS OUR RAFFLE. SIGN UP AT OUR BOOTH. AT 
THE END OF THE DAY, WE WILL BE GIVING AWAY A 
GOURMET BASKET FILLED WITH MANY DELIGHTFUL 


















ol the letter.'' said Sullivan. 
Sullivan said tuna fishermen 
wanting to sell their catch to the 
bulk of American
 canners would 
have to relocate from the Eastern 
Pacific or modify the 
way  the nets 
are deployed in that region. 
An estimated 100.000
 dolphins 
die annually in the huge nets used 
to 
catch schools of tuna. Most of 
the trapped dolphins die in nets 
from foreign 
vessels,  which aren't 
subject to U.S. regulations or dol-
phin -kill 
quotas. 
According to the San Diego
-
based American Tunaboat Asso-
ciation. 12.643 dolphins died last 
year during operations by 
the 30 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































come  at 
me








































































































































 applying to law 
school, who are 
about to enter law 
school or who want to 
learn  
more 
about lawyers and the American legal 
system. 
You can
 attend either 
day or evening classes 
taught by law faculty. Cost of the program is 
$41:03. Enrollment
 is limited. 
Learn study and exam techniques, bwyering
 
skills and substantive law. You will also get 
information on admissions, 
careers and law 
school life. 









Association  of 




















packages at special savings! Call 








Photo & Sound 
Company
 for full details on ordering. 
Configuration 01  1MB RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order U617,1209) 
IBM PS/2 Model
 30 286 
$2,299
 
Confroiratton #2  I MB RAM, 30MB Fixed Disk (order #61792101 
IBM PS/2 






2MB RAM, trOMB Fixed Disk (order
 #6179211) 
BM PS/2 Model 55/Sh
 $3,499
 


























































Color  Display, 
1)05 4.0,
 Microsoft





















Manager, IBM Mouse 
Pad, Diskette Case and Power Strip. 
IHM, Personal System/2, P5/2 are registered
 trademarks and Propnnter



























































































































































































 dunes, oil 
fields 
and 
"Lawrence  of 
Arabia."  
McKinnon was researching his 
1985
 




 "Treasure  of the
 Gulf." 












 as the "Other 
"<,Gabor"
 and the "Good
 Gabor," 
Eva Gabor says
 it's not easy 
being  
Zsa Zsa's 
sister,  dahl ink . 
Eva, whose Bel



























last  fall's 
colorful  trial









Actually,  it 
was Eva 
who ap-
peared  in 












Douglas  in 
the 













































Saudi  Arabia 














 reefs sheltered  fish,
 eels 
and sharks.
 On land, 







junipers,  acacias and 
palms 
were 








of baboons, mountain 
camels and small herds of the  rare 
ibex. Farther north, the remnants 
of extinct volcanoes
 created a 
pseudolunar
 landscape. 





















it will be a 
surprise  for 
most Arabian viewers," 
McKin-
non said. 





 on the rela-
tively lush
 foothills along the 
west-
ern 








owes its existence primarily 
to a 
1.000
-mile  string of western 
mountains reaching
 13,000 feet 
high  that wring 













projects  seem to be cre-
ating a 
new  ecological 
order.  Mi-
gratory birds 
have changed their 
routes 
to take advantage





are  pumping 
fossil  
waters












 do a fine job in 






suitably  spare 
narration.
 
The second episode.  'Red Sea 
Rift." deals with the rich underwa-
ter flora  and fauna along the Red  
Sea coast. The final segment. 
"Eye of the Camel.'' focuses
 on 
the mammoth southeastern sand 
desert, the Rub Al Khali,  and the 





























swept  aside as pe-
trodollars  
transformed  




 future of the 
peninsula's 




well the Saudis 
preserve  vege-










HILLS,  Calif. 
(AP) - Sammy Davis Jr.'s 






tainer left a hospital eight weeks 
ago to recuperate at home. 
according to his friends. 
Publicist 




"resting" and "there has 
been  
no change." But friends said 
the song -and -dance man was 
emaciated 
and  obviously 
losing
 
his battle with throat cancer. 
Davis' 
weight  has dropped 
to 
about 60 pounds and he was in a 
fetal
 position,











 said he'd 
be surprised
 if the entertainer 
lived another week. 
Reynolds
 would not 
comment  









nymity,  said 
Davis 
could  hardly 
utter
 a word 





























some  in tears. 
Davis,







































































Guy  Garner. 
stopped 
by to introduce 
new-
born 
Sam  Michael 
Garner.  
Davis 
was  the 
object



















last of a breed, 
an en-
dangered  
species,  and 
Mr. 
Wonderful,  said 
Red  Buttons. 






























said in a 
recent interview. 
At 69. Eva is Zsa Zsa's junior 
by three years. 
"Of course, she's my sister and 
I love her. But I don't necessarily 
approve of 
certain
 things she does. 
nor does she
 of what 1,do.
 I just 
' 
think.rifti,no 
unfair.,  andit 
suffer  a 
lot for it," Eva said. 
When 




jail  after her 
alterca-









hiding"  and 
















































than I million 
singles sold.) 
3 "All I 
Wanna  Do Is Make 
Love to You"
 Heart (Capitol) 
4. "Hold On"
 Wilson Phil-
lips ( SBK) 
5. 



















Bell Biv Devoe 
(MCA) 










Not Want What I 
Haven't

















( A&M ) - 
Platinum 
5. 'Soul 










6. "Nick of Time" 
Bonnie 
Raitt (Capitol) - 
Platinum  






8. ''Forever Your Girl" Paula 
Abdul 











Away"  Clint 
Black (RCA) 
42."11elp  Me 
110111
 On" Tra-
vis -Trim r Warner Bros.')  ;  




, 111 011:11011 
(Columbia) 
4 





5, "Love on Arrival'.
 
Dan 
Seals ( Capin .1) 
6. "It Looks







 Off In 
a 
Pine 







9. "Lose Without 
End. 
Amen" 
































3."1Iold  On" 
Wilson
 Phil-
lips ISBK ) 
4."Club 
at the End 
of the 




I lean of the 
Matter'. 
Don Henley ((ieffen) 
b."Do 





































 You the Right
 
Vs 
Johnny Gill I Motown) 
2."Hold
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ranging from future di-
sasters 
to college buildings to 
drugs turn this
 week to bonds.
 
'the 







not  in good 
shape right now 
Revenues are 
growing. but at a 
slower rate than 
current 
state  programs 
and  re-
quired spending increases. 
So 
lawmaker%  












somewhere else. That 
monew here has increasingly been 








 a total of 
S5
 
billion  in 




 on the 














prisons.  schools and 
quake damages.
 A private 
environ-
mental group 












 year is still being 
considered  
by













 Finance De 
panment to 
release  itg revised 
esti-




 won't he out 
until the 




















 expect the pic
 








S3 billion in the 
1990-91 budget
 
between revenues  





services  at 
current
 
levels,  plus increases
 required by 
law,  plus a 


















 have hills 
The state's
 budget, 
funded mostly by 
taxes, is 
not in good 
shape 
now. 











 The state 
sells  
the 






give  the 
state the 
money. 





bonds over 20 
years  
with  inter-










by voters as 











enlist in the 































SANTA CRUZ (API -- A fish-
ing boat skipper pleaded innocent 
on




on a four -day terror cruise 
during which he allegedly threat-
ened to 
rape  and kill her. 
Paul A. Batsford. 
41. a com-
mercial  fisherman from San Fran-




 public defender Enda Bren-




 the 28 -year -old Petaluma 
woman.
 
Batsford was arrested at sea off 
Santa Cruz on Tuesday after the 
woman 
managed  to jump from the 
38
-foot  "Dorothy 











 she met 
Batsford,
 who lives on his boat at 
Fishemtan's Wharf in San Fran-
cisco, while
 looking
 for work 
and 
agreed to crew 
on
 his fishing boat. 
She and another 28 -year -old 
woman set out with fiatsford on 
Friday morning to fish,  hut the trip 








cleared  the 
Golden  Gate. 
Batsford 
went "crazy" and 




You can't do anything right 
 I 
should  kill 
you.  she quoted 




 the barrel of 
a 
idle 













the  hunk in the morning and slap 
her, telling her that he was
 going to 
rape or kill her. 
She also said he 
fired the rifle past her head, claim-
ing he was 
shooting
 sea lions. He 
kicked and beat the other woman 
when she knocked 





 she went to get a 
handgun she had brought aboard 
but it was missing. She said the 
suspect met her at the edge of the 
cabin and said. Now, 
you'll  
have to find something else to 
pro-
tect yourself with" and slammed 
her head against the bunk a half 
dozen times. 




saulted with the same level of vio-
lence as the first woman,
 hut that 
she 
corroborated
 the Petaluma 
woman's  
story.  
A search of the "Dorothy
 L" 
uncovered a small
 hag of emeralds 
hidden behind the cabin and small 
amounts of 
marijuana
 and cocaine, 
according to the Coast Guard, 
which said it 
seized the vessel 
under the ledei al Zero Tolerance 
drug guidelines
 




banana clips of am-














 (AP)  Ap-
peals 
Court  Justice Marvin Baxter,
 
who
 spent three years as 
an aide to 
Gov. 
Deukmejian,
 has the inside
 
track to till a state Supreme Court
 




Friday  named 
Baxter and 







































made."  and is 
"generally  
well -regarded" 
as a justice of the 
5th District Court of Appeal in 
Fresno.
 
Deukmejian  said he was 
submit-
ting the names 
of Baxter and Or-
tega.




 Court of Appeal in 
Los  




candidates  to succeed 
retiring
 Supreme Court 
Justice 
David Eagleson. 





 whose names he 
has 
sent to the bar in the
 past as po 
tential
 Supreme Court candidates. 
They include 
Appeals  Court Jus-
tices  Ronald George and Walter
 
Croskey  of Los 











 has until Sept.
 16 to 




 April 18 that 
he 
would  leave 
the court 
when  his 
term
 ended next 
January rather 
than seek a 
new 12 -year 
term. The 








 named Eagleson 
and Justices John 
Arguelles  and 
Marcus Kaufman to the court in 
1987
 after Chief Justice Rose Bird 
and Justices Joseph Grodin
 and 
Cruz 





Baxter, 50, of Fresno, spent two 
years as a prosecutor 
and 14 years 
as a private lawyer before going to 
work for Deukmejian
 in 1983. 
Like the governor, he is of Arme-
nian descent. 
Ortega, 48. of Huntington 
Beach, practiced
 law in Deukmeji-
an's home town of Long Beach 
from 
1973 to 1977.
 He then spent
 
six years 














 in 1988. 
Ile 
is




appellate courts. Reynoso and 









A NEW TOYOTA WITH 
NO MONEY DOWN! 
No 
payments  for 90 days' 
College grads with career -oriented jobs can 
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN! 
We ye got a Toyota that s 
Just  right for
 you. 
from the affordable TERCEL Coupe to the sporty MR2 
sleek 
CELICA




you  know 
TOYOTA  TRUCKS are 
Kings of the

























 from receipt 
of
 your 
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vii
 SANTA ci






















The subcommittee also will con-
sider
 a hill by 
Assemblyman  
Mike  
Roos, D -Los Angeles,  that would 
authorize the state to sell $3 billion 
in bonds if there's a 
natural
 disas-
ter such as an earthquake. The 
money
 would pay for repair or re-
placement of buildings.
 transit sys-
tems,  sewer of water systems, 
streets and other public works 
damaged or destroyed by the disas-






 is also looking for bonds to 
solve a quake problem. His SCA49 
would authorize the Legislature to 
sell $1.5 billion in bonds to pro-
vide low -interest loans to fix both 
private homes and public buildings 
damaged  by earthquakes. The fund 
would  
automatically
 operate when 
damage







with  racism 
FRESNO 
(AP)   The Fresno 
Civil Service 
Commission  has 
invalidated
 oral sergeants 
exams 
give  last fall and 
is requiring 
candidates 
to repeat the 
test.  
The 3-2 ruling Thursday sup-
ports 
charges
 by six black police 
officers








that  neither of two rating 
panels included a black 
mem-
ber. 
The commission has rec-
ommended  that the police de-
partment  in the future provide 
panels that reflect 
the depart-
ment's
 ethnic makeup. 
Promotion decisions
 in the 
department 
are based 60 percent 
on the 















































The bill, S82870 by 
Senate  Mi-
nority  





bonds to allow 
first-time 




ble interest rates. Voters
 in 1982 
authorized 





 been sold be-
cause  of technical 
problems  in that 
bill. 
Proposition 121 on the June bal-
lot would provide $450 million in 
bonds for college buildings.
 Two 
hills in the Senate Education
 sub-
committee on higher education
 on 
Wednesday would put the same 
amount also on 






























































































specializing  in 
 Expresso
 Whole Bean Coffees 
 Gourmet Desserts
  Ice Cream & Gelato
 
 Unique















only 3 blocks from 
campus).  
Chis




















900 Lonus St. 
San Jose, CA. 95126 
947-8775 
 Reasonable Rates 
 Convenient
 Locations 
 Easy Access from 
Highways 
280 & 101 
 Open 7 Days per 
Week 
 Sizes 





 to Month 
Tenancy  
Safe Place 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For  a corridor
 to be 




























 to be 











 light rail. 
State  
funding 
doesn't  require 
such  ratios. 
The 
bill
 for the 20 
mile 
downtown  line, to 
be











The line runs 
from
 the main 
station  at San Carlos
 Street and 
Almaden 
Expressway,  down North 
First Street to the Old 
lronsides
 
The Convention Center light
 rail station. Few SJSU 
students
 use the system despite a 
lack  of parking 
station near the Great America 
amusement park . When the south. 
end of the line is completed it will 
service the Almaden Valley and 
Santa  Teresa Boulevard areas. 
A survey 
conducted
 by a 
journalism research class in March 
found that 5.4 


















































more  than 
$400  a 
month  for meals









 the meal 
limes,  however, or 
he









 that he 
didn't 
have
 to search for a 




and that he met many people, he 
said. 
"I 









 said. But, 









Coleman  pays 
$260 a 
month to 















































































































































































































































the university has 
lead  to nothing, 
Henry said. "The mayor
 hasn't 





 for mayor 
and currently representing 
District  
3 on the city council, has given 
him no reason to believe the city 
will include SJSU in the near 
future.
 
"I can't understand why there 




 new staff and 
faculty
 housing," Henry 
said.  
It is estimated that 27,000 
people 
live within a 
one -mile 
radius of the 
downtown,  according 
to 
Kimball.  









the  redevelopment 
agency.  

































represent  a 







 to a 
survey 





















live  in 
apartments



































































































































































move into downtown to 
reduce the 
commute," 





feeling left out 
of the 
redevelopment,
 especially in the 
availability to rent in the new 
apartment complexes. 
One product of the 
redevelopment plan 
is the 
Colonnade apartment complex 
across the street form the 
university on Fourth
 Street. The 
215 -unit modern complex 
is
 a 
convenient  distance from SJSU 
for students or faculty to live, but 
many can't afford the rent or 
simply don't fit the requirements 
to be accepted. 
About 10 percent of the people 




and they must be employed full-
time,









 for students 
aren't
 that 








 said he 
had to 























Another  student, 
Kelly Gregg, 
said  she also 
had  to lie to 
be




 in the 













 included  
everything  from getting 
glared  at 
in
 passing to the 
keeping  of their 
deposit,  she said. 
"If they know you're a student, 
they 
won't let you
 in," Gregg 
said. She and two other 
roommates were sharing an 
apartment for $1,100. They had 
two bedrooms and one bathroom. 
Their rent didn't cover the extra 
charge to park and the installation 
of cable television, she said. 
They  
also paid a $500 deposit 
At the end of 
the semester 
Gregg said they
 received a notice 
that said 












wanted  to get my 
deposit back,"











 fall and says she 
feels less 
pressure. "It's a 
lot less 
hassle and 
you don't have to deal 
with deposits and




get  to school by either light 
rail or transit bus. 
One explanation for the 
low use 
by SJSU students was that the light 
rail 
doesn't
 go where many students 
live, Kosanovic said. 
Public transportation users have 
more opportunities than they realize, 
Kelley Chinn  ()ally 
staff photographer 
for commuters to campus. 
said Heidi Jester, a trolley car 
conductor since October. Most 
people don't know that their bus 
passes are also 
good for light rail 
and trolley use. The hardest 
adjustment for students will be the 
switch from the use of automobiles 
to the use of
 
the transit system, 
according  to 










planning,"  he 
said.
 "Lets face it, 
San 
Jose State
 is a 
commuter  













From page 1 
The
 California 
State  University 
system sponsored 
a study called the 
Student 




included  a look
 at 
how many









 do not work,
 4.5 
percent
 work one to 
nine  hours a 
week, 
36.6  percent work 
10 to 20 
hours a week, and
 41.6 percent work 
more
 than 20 hours a 
week.  The 
survey 




 so many 
students at 
SJSU seek
 employment, many 
see 
downtown businesses
 near the 
campus
 ignoring them as a labor 
market_ 
An "invisible 
wall"  separates 
SJSU and the business 
downtown,  
said Kelly 
Kline, a junior majoring 
in broadcast 
journalism  and political 
science. Kline works 
downtown  as a 
field program coordinator for
 David 
Pandori,  a candidate running for 
city 
council





part-time  job gives
 her 
practical experience in 
politics  for 
her political science major. She 
is 
paid, but would not say how much 
she earns. She 




"One thing that is very evident 
about working downtown 
is
 that 
there's not a lot of interest between 
downtown and the
 university," Kline 
said. 
Kline 
would like to see 
downtown San Jose and SJSU 
bridge the 
gap  
between  them. She 
said she thinks the university is 
partly to blame for the barrier.  
"I think maybe the university 
itself lacks a sense of community 
atmosphere," she said. "It's not
 the 
type of campus that's going to get 






































 it is to 
work 
in the redeveloped 
downtown, 
and 
businesses  are starting 
to see the 
potential benefits 
of hiring students 
from SJSU, she said. 
"I 
personally  like being able to 
go to work and school 
and shops (in 
downtown)," Kline said. 






saves her the hassles
 of parking, she 
said. 
Despite
 the San Jose's 
redevelopment 
goal
 to foster more 
jobs in the area, in the last few years 
the 
growth  rate of the job market in 
the area has been decreasing.
 
In 
its  year-end report for 1989, 
the Office of Economic 
Development
 for the San Jose 
Redevelopment Agency
 noted the 
overall
 growth rate in jobs reflected 
a slowdown locally. 
Even so,  job 
gains
 still offset job losses
 in San 
Jose last year.
 No figures were 
available on how this 
decrease in the 
job growth rate specifically 
affected 
the downtown area. 




resulted in a significantly 
lower level of growth 
in 1989 than 
the previous year," the 
report said. 




 growth had 
steadily decreased
 to one -tenth of 1 
percent  from 1.3 percent
 at the end 
of the first
 quarter. This year's 
slower 
growth  rate contrasts 
sharply  
with the 2.4 
percent
 recorded at the 
end of 1988." 
The report's figures come
 from 
the Labor Market 
Information 
Division 





Cheryl Allmen, associate director 
of the Career 
Planning  and 
Placement 
Center, which helps 
students plan for and find jobs, said 
she is optimistic about downtown 
San Jose as an employment resource 
for SJSU students. 
"It's a very natural and rich 
market for 
employment  for our 
students," she 
said. 
"I think there's a reasonable 
number  of employers to get a 
healthy cross-section for 
students," 
she 
said.  "Downtown San Jose is the 
real working world,
 so those 
students who arc 
interested  in 
getting career -related experience, 
exploring whether a  field is 
compatible with them, and 
supplementing
 their educational 
finances, have an excellent 
opportunity in their backyard." 
Allmen said she doesn't see any 
"wall" between SJSU and downtown 
businesses.  
Some
 recent graduates 
from
 
SJSU see a barrier toward getting
 a 
job in downtown San Jose. 
Lcilani Terry, a 1989 business 
administration graduate, said 
downtown businesses can do a lot 
more 
to work with 
SJSU  
students.  
Terry, who works as an account 
executive









 Plaza, said 
she would 
like to see co-op 
programs between 
downtown 
businesses and SJSU. 
"I'd like to see the downtown 
business be more open to graduates 
and give them 
more experience in 
work," she said. 
Downtown businesses can also 
provide more job -related work 
for 
students which Terry said
 is "vital" 
in getting future employment 
The Redevelopment Agency of 
San 




area, has pan) rummer 
internships for senior and gm -luting 
students to help them get practical 
experience
 in then rarjo.-5. The 
three-month internships  arC in fields 
such as engineering, a.-chitecture,
 
city and 
regional  planning, real-
estate
 negotiations, and finance and 
administration. 
Ruani Weerakoon, a SJSU 
graduate
 in economics, participated 
in the internship last summer and 
now works for the agency as a 










 them," she said. 
Students 
should  keep 
looking





















 students will have
 more 
opportunities




 of firms  in the 
downtown  
area would 
like  to offer internship 
programs to get more involved 
with 
the SJSU campus, she said. The 
number  of internships are 
increasing,
 but they are not widely 
publicized. They are mainly in 
graphic
 design, advertising and 
public relations, she said. 
"A lot of 
business people 
that I 
know want to start 
up
 intership 
programs  so that they 
can get San 




 Maggie Bludau, a 
retail leasing agent for Richic and 
Richie
 and a boardmember of the
 
Downtown
 Association, said that 
more 
students should come to the 
downtown area 
to look for 
employment 
Businesses don't see as 
many
 
students  as they would like to, 
she 
said. "There's like an invisible wall 
on Fourth 
(Street)," she said. 
One of the reasons
 students don't 
come 
downtown is because
 SJSU is 
mainly a 
commuter campus
 and the 
students don't
 see much to 
attract 
them downtown, she 
said. 
"We
 don't have a 
lot of things to 
draw
 students off 


















Joseph Ft Villarm  Daily staff photographer 
SPA' student (;reg 











 with the 
aeronautics,






















percent  of 
the 
athletes  are tested 
randomly 
and are given 













 have questioned 
the testing 
hut no one has ever 
re-
fused 














few. 1 cannot 
say how many 
because we 










 sports are in 
the public 
eye, it is important  






testing, they have 











giate  sports. it 
is
 a privilege. 
With  
that 
privilege  comes  some  
respon-
sibilty. I don't 
think that every 
stu-





SJSU baseball coach Sam 
Piraro 
said that
 to his knowledge there 
is 
not  a problem with the
 athletes or 
staff here 
at SJSU. 
"I may be 
naive,  hut I don't see 
a problem
  certainly not 
on my 
team." Piraro 
said. "Personally. I 
don't see 
a problem with
 it. The 
issue has 
pros
 and cons. If 
the 
coaches  had to be 
tested.
 I would 
lullI(link  
iv, ice 
about  it. 





would  tell 
them
 that it 
is 
protocol  and that
 if you want
 to 
play it 




 we should not
 have 
anything  to hide.




drugs,  then we 
should  try 
to 
get  that 






could  save someone 
from a 
disaster 






implemented  a 
116w by-law that 
will effeCtIll foot-
ball programs
 across the 











football  players 
thoughout  the 
sea-
son 












correctly,  we 









 to say 
whether 
we need a 
program  here 
or not." 

























 one hand 
it
 shows that 
there is 
not a lot 
of
 trust given 
to athletes,
 
but  on the other














whose  fund-raising 
and 
lobbying  activities are 
being 
investigated by 
the Senate Ethics 









The  California Democrat
 raised 
$105,510 for
 the defense 
fund  be-
tween  Jan. 1 




the  secretary 
of the 
Senate  in 
Washington
 and 











 in Roll 
Call,  a 
newspaper  







about the fund on 
Jan. 8. but
 did not 




















 with federal 
regulators  
on behalf 




H. Keating Jr., owner of 
the failed Lincoln Savings & 
Loan. 
Federal regulators seized 
the Ir-
vine -based financial institution in 
April 1989.
 
They estimate its fail-
ure 
could cost taxpayers 
$2 billion,  
making it the costliest thrift col-
lapse 
ever.  
The Senate investigation in-
volves contributions Cranstm so-
licited from Keating. including 
$39.((X)







nia Democratic Party and $850.-








 H. Glenn Jr.. D -
Ohio: Dennis 
DeConcini,
 D -Ariz.; 
John McCain. R
-Ariz.:  and Don-
ald W. Riegle 
Jr., D -Mich. 
Cranston apparently
 is the only 
one 
among








paign coffers or a defense fund. In-
dividual contributions





Senate records show 
Cranston  
spent $98.022 of the defense funds 
during the first three months of this 
year. Of that, $93.(XX) went to the  













fund previously had given the 
maximum amount allowed to the 
senator's 1992 reelection cam-
paign 
committee.  Those contribu-
tors included fashion 
designer Liz 
Claiborne and her husband.
 Arthur 
Onenberg. 
The Sheetmetal Workers Union 








$10.0(10 each to Cranston's de-
fense fund, his 1992 reelection 
campaign committee and his own 
political 
action
 committee, the 
Committee
 for a Democratic Con-
sensus.  
allusing drugs Men you 
can get 
hun 
or her into a program to 
help  them. 
"All testing does is stop the 
problem for a little
 while but it 
does not 
solve it. It just makes a 





feels there is a need 
to have testing 
at SJSU. 
"As eductors,
 we have a re-
sponsiblity
 to protect the 
health 
and safety



























Helens  is No. 1 






















































PASADENA. Calif. (API 
-- Sci-
entists cured
 mice of a disease
 similar 
to 

















 years away. 
The DC tA method 
also might help 
scientists 
deselop
 treatments for a vari-





 rheumatoid arthritis. 














body's  own 




In multiple sclerosis. certain white 
blood cells called helper T -cells attack 
the body's 
nerve  tissue,  causing paraly-
sis.
 
muscle  cramps and 
weakness, 
slurred 
speech,  blurred vision, fatigue. 












ington University in 
St. Louis said they 
designed  special antibodies  called 
monoclonal antibodies   to 
destroy the 
white 
blood cells that cause a disease
 in 




"While we are 
quite  excited about 
these results, I think it's important to 
emphasize at the 
outset  that we have not 
developed a cure for human multiple 
sclerosis
 or any other human autoim-
mune disease," said Caltech biologist 
Leroy E. 
Hood. 
Of five sick mice 
given the new 
treatment, three showed complete rever-
sal of paralysis within 
two to seven days, 
and a fourth's complete paralysis 
was  re-
duced to slight 
paralysis

















 event as 
individu-
als 




"It's  all like

















































Haro said his 
organization  was 
responsible for the 
event, because 
the money
 was allocated 
to his 
group. His  
fraternity  could choose 
what to 
do





 hope to work with 
other  
organizations  in the 
future  if they 
have a 















Mexico  once 
said:  " El 
respeto
 al derecho 
















































Managers   
Fortune.
 
From our modest 
beginnings in 1956, 
Marshalis
 has grown to 
be the most famous 
name in the 
oIT-price 
retailing industty. As 
the leader, we have 
proven our 
ability to 









sionals who strive to he 
their best. 
This year, 
our Managers will see us break the $2 billion 
mark, an exciting
 event which is our introduction tom 
whole new decade of expansion. With this fantastic 
success will come the opening of over 40 new stores --
bringing us to 400 stores nationally. This  means more 
and more 
opportunities
 for aspiring Managers like you. 
Ma Manager with Marshal's,
 you will be given the 
opportunity for fame and fortune by improving 
profitability, efficiency 
and overall operations. In return, 
we offer plenty of support, including a 
comprehensive 
training program, on 
the  Job training, ongoing 
workshops and 
unlimited  advancement potential! 
Interested  candidates should 
send
 resumes to: Patti 
Belanger, 
Marshal's
 Inc., 16830 San 
Fernando  Mission 
Blvd., Dept. CS, 
Granada Hills, CA 
91344.  


























































Zaller  and 
Gamal  
Osman.





University.  It 
will  he 































 a similar 











 he agreed 








































Book  for 
blowing the 













 halls of justice.
 
Williams. 29, 








 gum popping 
in the hall-
way  could be 
distinctly











































































































































































SAM 00111111ATS A WIN SAM TO tell 
poop wsou wssers lp  150  












































































































































































































































































































































 ago, 30 
percent























































































































































































said. "We want to create new 
classes 
that will deal with at least 
three minority groups 










groups will better mirror
 so-
ciety and teach students
 about 
more than just 
one  segment of the 
population at a time. Choy said. 
"Courses like
 this just don't 
exist right now, 
which  is why we 
have to go in 
and  create 
them."  he 
said. 
A group of 36 faculty 
members  
will start this summer to create the 
core courses for 
the American Cul-
tures Breadth Requirement
 that all 
students 
must  complete to graduate 
beginning with the 





 summer and fall is 
to create an entirely new 
cultural 
studies 




offered with one -quarter 
of
 
the 20.000 Berkeley undergrad-
uates enrolled every year. 
burns,





































































and  three 
children
 were 
killed in tire Friday
 morning that 
apparently  spread 
from
 candles 
tieing  used to light 
the
 house, fire 
investigators  said. 
Electricity
 to the three -bed
-
loom house 
occupied  by 10 peo-
ple had been shut off for 
nonpay-
ment,  and
 the candles 
apparently  




 said John 
Hymes, 
Battalion  I chief. 
Killed as 
they  slept in the 
liv-
ing 
mom  were Cele, Lee,
 16 
months: 
Leslie  Lee. II 
months
 
and Shaniesha Perkins. I  Anita 
Scott,
 20,  was found dead near 
the hack door 
"We
 
































































TWIT NicE 60I 




























































Rep)  & I will send  







 with family. co-
workers IL friends
 IL receive up to 
50% off on your own order, Thank
 
you Also.




Cell  JANE el 251. 
5942 
KNOW WHO IS 
WILLING to pay for
 
your xpertise.
 knowledge in your
 
study. fleid of 
interest
 or hobby 
$7 
95




to ask for at 
local agencies who 
will
 *5.1.1  you free 
of charge 
Please send check to HART, Box 
110288. 
Cerhpbell.  Ca, 95008 
PERSONAL 
LOANS up to $2500." 
(Subfect to credit approval) Call 
WASHINGTON  SQUARE FED-
ERAL 








now! Save your 
leeth. eyes 
and money.
 too Clewing,  and 
office visits at no 
charge
 For bro 
chum
 see A S office (Student
 
Health Center) or call (408)371. 
8811 in San 
Jose  
U S S BOXER 
REUNION  
Was your Father. Granddad. 
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend 
one of the 50.000 men who served 
on





we are having  reunion In Pens.-
cola. Florida In Oct The dales ere 
10th, 11th. 12th 
0 
13th
 For more 




SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4 -wheelers 
TV's,  stereos, furniture. comput 
er
 by
 DEA, FBI, IRS and U S cus-
toms 
Available  your arse now 
Call 1-005-882-7555, twat C.1255 
88 FORD
 BRONCO. XLT Inn,. V8. blue 
white 
Low miles. still under 
warrenty Must see Al. for Dave 
or John (415)858-1497 
7, JEEP 138 TOYT 4 x 4 new engine. 
pumps,
 wheels, tire. on truck 
$7250 CJ5 V8 4 sp new tires 3, 






8N1, 300 1200 2400 baud.
 MacIn 

















 I. $750 
rune 


















 set  
$176 
For both 
pieces, Bunktods  $99. Day 
beds 
$99 5 pc bedroom  set 
$199 















 yet to 





you' Low The 
Actives  




























n.1 R4250  












































































 they haven't 
been 
properly  trained to 
mroll  
There













776 E El Camino Reel 















ences required Northern Calif 
Nannies. 4548 El Camino Real. 
suite
 
V. Los Altos. (415) 949-2933 
ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER Ill 
Design Coordination  Division 
DUTIES The primary
 responsibil-
ity 01 151. position In Design Coor-




 checking Involving 
flood control protect., open chan 
nel 
hydraulics.  and or land dowel. 
opment protects involving District 
pipelines. treatment plant.,  dams 
and
 channels 
REQUIREMENTS Assistant Civil 
Engineer I Either
  bachelor's de-
gree in 
an
 accredited civil or re-
lated engineering 
curriculum  OR 
possession of a 
velid California 
Engineering -in -Training 
Certifi-






Aesistent  Civil 
Engineer  II in ad. 
ditIon to Me 
Wove. two yeers 
of
 
professional  civil 
engineering
 ex. 
perience  et  level 
equivalent  to 
the Dietrict 












Civil  Engineer 
I  
$2951  to $3505 per 
month 
Assistant Civil
 Engineer II -53257
 
to 




























































































































































Full time end 
Pert time 











to 4 pm 








 SUMMER JOB 
Bel-
mont publisher hes 
perked lob for 
Jr Sr °red Engineering maim 
well-versed In fund
 14151  593-
9119
-Louise 
EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs  part 
tin. 
catering  ir banquet cook 
Apply 
3145
 Ist St cell 280-8181 
EULIPIA 
RESTAURANT Is hiring now. 
Welters bartenders 
bowers,  
Great etudent rob Apply 374 
ist St . San Jow, 2804181 
FREE ROOM 8 BOARD, help me with 
my 3 kids thru syntillalf
 Please 
call 
978.1515  for further details. 
Guaranteed not to be boring! Fe-
males 
only!  
GREAT JOB' Work with people' if you 
like  last pace 6 Ire well ergs -
nixed, we need you, Front deek 
hellstaff Eves 8 weekends evall 
Flex hrs THE BEVERLY HERI-
TAGE HOTEL, 1020 
Barber Lane, 
Milpitas Montague Hwy 880 
MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted 
10.15 hours week PI hour plus 
Dom. 
Computer experience 
helpful Call Kelly 738-5976 
NEEDED!! TEACHERS DIRECTORS 
Energetic, great sense of humo
 
teem
 planer. child Loving persons 
to 
work









Campus Connection needs ontri-
thous students Gain 
green  busi-
ness experience, 
earn up to $4,-
000 and powerhouse your resume 
selling ad space for your school's 
edition You'll receive extenshre 
training materials. support 
working for the nation  top col-
lege magazine Sales positions 
and one editorial position
 styli 
Call
 ROBIN or JAY el 
(800)342-5118
 
PART TIME FULL TIME 
Primarily  lIghi 
bookkeeping, some
 typing Apply 




Country  Village. 
Mon 
through  Friday 10 AM-5 PM 
PART TIME 










clefs° oriented Rp 
zoom very Please call 279-2293 
PERSONA le part of an 
INT L NET-
WORK 
with  offices crorichvide In 
the 




In Sales, Acct . 


















 training nd 
support 
All office booked appl 





SAN  JOSE 
Breconre
 part of  
winning  teary 
We ere 
now hiring food wreers 
Call 848-8560 
RETAIL 
APPLIANCE  STORE 
sell,
 m-







Th 1.530 PM Sat 
10-4 PM Cal 
298-15139, 
Willow.





RESTAURANT  Is 
noir
 hiring Nil & pert tkfte
 hos-
t hostess & 
foxl servers 
Apply 





































































locations  Outgoing 
personal 





















































































































business will be covered 








CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full 






1700 WYATT DR SANTA 
CLARA 
CaN 946-22113 8-4 Plit for Into 
SECURITY OFFICE RS
  
Security officers and rnessen 
gory All ehifts, FT PT we will 
train  Apply in person 24 hrs.
 7 
days  week ACUFACTS. inc 
260 Merklian Ave 




YOU for the rob, 
BEST PERSONNEL 
recruits for 
clerical and technical 





WE WANT YOU FOR the
 lob' 
BEST 
PERSONNEL  recruits for 
secretaries, typlete word pro-
cessors. receptIonista.  generI 
office and data entry clerk: We 
also recruit for technical posi 
Sono 




and work experience 
Call us TODAY for your summer 




THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -- 
020-060
 
per hour, pert time A dream come 
tru
 Clearbrook of Celitornie 





SUMMER  JOB 
SMARTFOOD INC 




THE 90's DECADE of the envIroo 
mom' Earn money petting friends 
and family oft that toxic soup 
called water
 
5 that brown stuff
 
called air. Environment product@ 
reptered with the E P A 30% 




NO DORKY HATS OR 
SCARY
 UNIFORMS' 
JUST A FUN,COOL PLACE 
TO
 WORK! 
To be on the DffyIng Teem you 
must be 18. 
have
 own car. Insur-
ance, clean  DMW. very flexible 
hours, pert
-time or full-time As 
IMN as 3 hrs  day. twice  week 
TM. CASH home 
daily, 
PIZZA A GO GO 








side VEGETARIAN house-sitter 
wanted Dales 6 20 90-82090. 
call 286-5753. 
FOR LEASE. 2 bdrm. 1 5th apartment. 





FOR RENT large 2 txdrry 2 both, re-
modeled. cleen and quiet Srocu 
rity building off street perking. 
laundry McInnes security en-




St (nr 280) $725-
S825 mo Cell 288-9157,
 John 
or 
Martha or pleese leave complete 
rnesaage
 
FREE ROOM II BOARD help rne with 
my 3 kids thru ummer Pleas* 
call 









PRIVATE RM, kitchen priv. 1 2 bik 
SJSU. prefer dependable tudent. 
no smok, 9 ASS -IPM, 797.7879 






 $345 mo. 
$185 mrc dep.  ID monthly 01111 
tie. Avail 6 1. 377-9190 
ROOM FOR
 RENT Room in 3 brim , 2 
be hem. in Almaden Valley easel 
June 1 Easy commute Share 
wIth 3 students (female pre-
ferred)
 $285 
rent  utilitle 
phone Mc) own room & house 
prylg Call Kirn 






ROOMMATE NEEDED quiet tome.. 
non-smolrer
 needed to share 2 




1 2 bik 
trm 
SJSU, $304 500. 
1 2 utli Avail 111 
90.266-2803 
SPACE FOR ART STUDIO-downtown 
Self contained. 900 sq ft. 
5750
 month or share $250 month 




VALLEY WEST COMPLEX -S J 
Woman lookng lo shore 2 'Arm 2 






2 13011M house, share ts 2 prof Gay 
FEM. Priv mt. belh w 9 4, pool. 
ape 
$400  deposit 1 2 270-3290 
I920' DECORATOR APARTMENT 
Unique 1 
bdrm   office Long 
term financially secure, clean. 
quiet. sober required
 All hard-
wood floors, located at 351.553 S 
615
 St Call MIKE al 293-0089. 
$.550 month single occupancy 











 ALL, Stop 
shaving.  mixing, 
terewIng
 or using chemical
 4.9111. 
tortes Let me perm...My 
re-
move  your unwanted haft (chin. 
blicinl-turnmy.rnoustache-bacY  
etc ) 15% discount to student. 8 
faculty Cali before May 31.1990 IL 
the 
1st  appointment Is 1 2 price 
'Unwanted heir diewppeers with 
my care GWEN 
CHELOREN, 
R E 559-3500, 1845 S Bascom 
Ave.
 PC. 
Campbell  'HAIR 
TOOAY  GONE TOMORROW' 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY 
MASS on Sunday evenings
 at 
8 300 0 00 
PM.  Campus Christian 
Center 10th IL San Carlo. For
 
more
 Into about other activities 
call Father Bob Leger or Sister 
Judy Ryan el 2964204  
EXAM FILES horn Professors 
throughout USA Exam problem. 
with professors own detailed so-
lutions Available for 8 engi-
neering courses,
 FIT. Calculus, 
DE, LA,
 (ton A 0 -Chem,  Physics 
etc 24 different 
books
 *millet?. at 
Spartan
 Bookstore (downstairs) 
Roberts Bookstore 
HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your life? 
Now you can find love. comma,. 
or adventure as easily as picking 
up your phone Dill 
9762002  lo 
Imo sir writing ma'am)** horn 
quality people or you 
con record
 
your own message And with our 
voice mail service.  




 your phone number on an 
open
 line Call 14013) 988-2523 tor 
free 
details  Call today' Someone 
is welting to meet you' (406) (415) 
978-2002
 IS  only 52  toil, If 
any 
LUTHERAN CAMPUS
 WORSHIP every 





 Center, 10th 8 
San Carlos For more int 
ormetion  
about activities.
 call Rev Norb 
Firnhaber el 298-0204 
PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
 




to give Call Patti or 




RAYBANS RA TSARS 
RA TSARS 
For  wdellent prices   large 
loCtiOn
 of 




CHRIS al 9914444 
Leave
 message 8 I 





   
Earn 
money  for your fraternity, 




slik-wrwned  TShirts with 
your design or logo 
Call BRAINSTORM 
1415)912-8801 
U S S 
BOXER  REUNION 
Was your 
Father  Grendded. 
Undo, 
Cousin.  Brother or 
Frlend  
one of the 50.000 
men  who wrved 
on the U,5 
S Boxer CO21? 
If
 so, 
we are having  
Muni.  In Pronsa 
cols. 
Florkle













 8 MADE 
FOR YOU 
 BY  
"Creative Product. 8 Services 





 From   
 





phic materials. and 
editing
 wow 
Ices  Final drought preparation 
(415)1141-5038  
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted 
hair removed forever by special. 
ist  Confidential Your wry own 
probe 247-7488. 335 S Bsywood 
Ave , San Jose 
TRAVEL 




tiers  SJSU 
student
 10 off any 
put:MOSSO fare, Purchase your 
student discount card 
now'
 Also 
oak stsout the 
TWA
 Cletemy 






WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 00? 
1.14.
 
ico, Harrell. Europe. United 
Stelae? Call 
10,10w ark fares Pm. 




AAAAHA. LOWER RATES 
ISOMER 
satisfaction, Are you  perfectIon 
Ill when It 







call Picture Perfect Desktop Puh 
fishing end Dwign now for all 
your word processing needs' We 
have 
experience









all our work and 
laser print M Call 923-3958 
AAAM Too merry reports end not 








papers, theses,  lottery etc Grad 
A under
-grad Availed* days -
woes weeltende by appt Loser 
printer Call ANNA - 972.4992 
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS' 









cript least printer Close to cam-
pus P U. del 
avail Student 
discounts EDP Services 270-
E1014  EVELYN 
A BEAUTIFUL
 PAPER EVERY TIME' 
Wordprocessing to its tulle.' ca-
pacity 
Laser  printing. spell 






 grephs slides, over. 
heads,  and color too, Plu lest
 
turnaround  end guaranteed work 
Call now PAMELA al 946-3862 
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONA 
BLE RATES - Need our help? 
Quality end 
accuracy guaranteed 
We're fest,  dependble. grammar
-
awl.. both college grads 
Spa 
cialty in Science end all 
English 
subjects for thews. 
popery, re-




storage  251-0449 





ports. group papers, resumes, lel 
lets,
 these.. etc Letter quality' Al) 




guaranteed' Call PAM 
247-7801. 8 am-Sprn for 
worryfree  
professional dependabas service 
CALL LINDA TODAY for esperienced.  
profeeslonel word moo...to 
Thews, term papers.  group pro-
tects. etc All 
forma.  Including 
APA Laser printer Quid return 
Transcription 
service.  available 






 288-9440  for 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 
of 
lam papers r   h 
protects  
& remnant 
Will gladly easier 
grammar punctuation  and 
eentence structure (knowledge 




 used Worn 
Pafford
 
I HPLaser Jetll Conskier 
able birelnwe 
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